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ABSTRACT: The integrated system technology from the point of view,  follows the principles of the software engineering with
.Net framework, the ASP web design technology, data mining technology, the XML data description and manipulation
techniques which helps in legal business training system application. Using the prototype method and object-oriented system
analysis method, a comprehensive analysis of the legal practice teaching business functional requirements, performance
requirements and environmental needs and design principle of system design, for system expansion requirements are fully
considered. In the system outline design part, we introduced the system overall plan, the software system structure design, the
data mining design, the network structure and the function structure. The main functions of the system are further described.
The paper discusses the application of information technology in the legal field, constructed  the study of Web technology
based on network teaching platform, and constructed the design idea of legal training network teaching platform. B/S mode
and the main application of technology enables the law information resource research based on data mining technology and
XML sharing. Research on data mining principle, using the data mining algorithm and the data mining experiments were
carried out to study the algorithms of the main functional modules and  points out the theoretical and practical significance
of research on the application of information processing technology.  The computing machine in legal practice teaching is
explored, with the active use of auxiliary legal training of network teaching in the legal profession training platform, where
the innovative spirit and practical ability of students has made a meaningful attempt.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of computer information processing technology and network technology, in the process of teaching,
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the traditional chalk and blackboard has been replaced by computer, projector and multimedia courseware. It has been widely
used in the teaching of subjects, but in its essence, is used for the teaching of information representation on the changes from
the traditional blackboard chalk writing into a projection. It mostly adds some sound, light, color, and does not change the
traditional teaching mode from the essence. It is still “information about a replica of a reading practice” which is a typical ancient
teach type teaching mode, not emerge fundamentally from teachers’ knowledge passive acceptance of knowledge [1]. Although
for quite a number of teachers under the guidance of the new teaching ideas, such as “task-driven”, “case-driven”, “situational
teaching”, and image teaching, “the new teaching mode of exploration, the heuristic teaching system, teaching, guidance of self-
study, cooperative education, thesis defense etc. Various kinds of methods help students understand and grasp the knowledge,
enhances the student to analyze the question and problem solving ability; but these attempts mostly just stay in one isolated
point, and not form to build a system of environment. For example [2], “in case-driven teaching, teachers in the legal knowledge
often choose the right “case”, organizes the student to carry on the analysis to the “case”, in order to help students to
strengthen the understanding and mastery of legal knowledge, improve the students use the knowledge and analysis of the
problems and the ability to solve problems. Most cases have been processed, and teachers or textbooks prior to the “case”  for
the extraction and abstraction, formed a standardized statement of teaching cases. The objective report is not “case”of the
parties, with the application and popularization of information technology, but all kinds of law and relevant laws and regulations
form the case constitute the professional database. Academic Dissertations Database, based on the law website information
database came into being[3], reveals how to learn to teach law  and practice from vast database content, helps to select
appropriate teaching content.  It is closely related to the concept of  teaching and training, and it has become a fish to be to solve
the problem and not to help the students improve a system of self-learning and mutual learning environment. All of these efforts
are great and stands to a good initiative for the creativity of students in the learning process, such as the elements to extract the
case from objective representations of the parties, and abstraction into standardized case document. It is precisely a most basic
legal knowledge and  must master the basic skills and need longer exercise to master. How accurate and flexible the application
of legal provisions to specific cases are narrated to analysis, and legal practitioners should access such comprehensive
database. The traditional teaching cannot able to impart basic skills training to provide good method, and cannot meet the
training in line with the needs of the current social demand of legal talent. As the basic technology of network education,
network teaching platform is playing a more and more important role in the modernization of higher education. Network teaching
cannot only create a digital learning environment, but also can promote the reform of educational concepts, teaching contents
and methods, and improve the quality and efficiency of teaching and learning. Firstly, the application status of the domestic and
foreign current network multimedia video teaching system is described in this paper, next analyzes the architecture of network
multimedia video teaching system, then analyzes the function structure of Web teaching system, and lastly the Brower/Server
node network multimedia teaching system based on the technology of video structure to conduct a comprehensive analysis and
discussion. This article discusses the structure design and the physical implementation of the assisted teaching system, and
introduces the main features of the system which includes course introduction, on-line QA, online video, test module and
system management. The system fully utilized network resource, and provided a form of assisted teaching which is flexible, open
and unlimited by time and geography. It improved the means of assisted teaching, and enriched the three-dimensional teaching
model [4].

Twenty-first Century is an era of information technology. This network of the information age, has gone beyond the technical
content of the product itself, but extends to various fields of social life, and gradually formed a distinctive cultural characteristics
of the times. Learning as a continuation of existing material and cultural achievements of mankind and create a hitherto unknown
content based on the prior knowledge of the activities. From the traditional class based model the teacher-student learning is
 learning” is achieved through a variety of ways, where network teaching is an inevitable trend of development. Compared with
the traditional education, using the Internet to achieve the network teaching is a new educational mode, it can break through the
limit of time and space, help people whenever and wherever possible learning, let more learners share good educational
resources. The network education is open, interactive, collaborative and independent characteristics, can make more people
especially unable to learn from people on campus to receive higher education, and it will become the preferred form of lifelong
education. The modern network education, which is based on the information technology, is both a challenge and an opportunity
for China’s education. Seize this opportunity, will create a new world in the fields of education [5].

2. Introduction of system related technologies

Web is referred to as the world wide web, which is the predecessor of the TBL responsible for the Enquire project in 1980.It uses
hypertext and hypermedia information organization, and is a hypertext information system. A main concept is hypertext links, the
use of a graphical web browser can provide a collection of graphics, audio and video information in one of the characteristics,
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and has the advantages of easy navigation, distributed processing, and platform independent, dynamic update web site pages
and interactivity etc., in characteristics. In order to overcome the shortcomings of static pages, people will under the environment
of traditional stand-alone programming techniques and technology combined by addition of various programs and logic
software in traditional static page, dynamic and personalized communication and interaction in the client and the server of the
network, dynamic pages. B/S (Browser/Server) structure is the browser and server structure. It is along with the rise of Internet
technology, a change in the C/S improved structure. In this structure, the user interface is achieved through the WWW browser,
very little part of the logic in the front end of the transaction(Browser) implementation, but the main business logic in the server
(Server) to achieve the formation of the so-called three layer 3-tier structure. This greatly simplifies the client computer load,
reduce the cost and workload of system maintenance and upgrade, and reduce the overall cost of the user (TCO). With the
current technology, the network to establish the B/S structure in the local area network. With, and through the Internet/Intranet
mode database application, relatively easy to grasp, the cost is also low. It is a one-time in place development that can be
achieved by different people from different places. Point to different access methods (such as LAN, WAN, Internet/Intranet,
etc.) to access and operation of a common database; it can effectively protect the data platform and the management of access
rights, service. Server database is also very safe. Especially in cross platform language such as JAVA, B/S architecture management
software is more convenient, fast and efficient.

In orthogonally persistent systems, all data can persist as long as needed and can be accessed in the same manner. The
persistent supports of programming design language level possess some shortcomings like low performance, function redundancy
etc., so the operation system level persistence is a better solution. In this paper we first introduce the concept of orthogonal
persistence. Then analyze the requirements of persistent operation system and give its definition. After that, we study some
technologies including persistent address space technology, shadow paging and logging. This system uses the B/S mode, with
ASP as the development language, and Server SQL 2000 as the development backstage database. This system is divided into
two parts, the foreground and the background management. The front desk management mainly realizes the following functions:
student online registration information; students online query data; online video learning; online examination can detect
student learning; online forum difficult questions can be collected and student online communication; bulletin board can
display the latest news. Strong background management mainly achieve the following functions: the students can query and
delete information; curriculum related information to add, delete, modify, etc. The B/S (Browser/Server, browser / server) mode,
also known as the B/S structure. It is with the rise of Internet technology, the application of the C/S mode has expansion. In this
structure, the user interface is achieved through the IE browser. B/S is the biggest benefit mode of operation and maintenance
is simple, and can realize different people from different places, with different access methods (such as LAN, WAN, Internet/
Intranet etc.) to access and manipulate common data. The biggest drawback to the enterprise external environment dependence
is that it is too strong, due to various causes of Extranet interrupt and will cause system failures. With the popularity of WWW
and Internet, the host/terminal and C/S are unable to meet the global network interconnection, information open, for the new
requirements of information sharing, and it is the B/S model, which has the browser / server structure. The biggest

Figure 1. Web function structure diagram
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characteristic of the B/S model is: the user can visit Internet on the text, data, images, animation, video and audio information
through the WWW browser, this information is generated by many Web servers, and each Web server can be through a variety
of ways to connect to the database server, a large amount of data the actual stored in the database server. In addition to the client
WWW browser, generally without any user program, simply download the program from the Web server to the local to perform
during the download process when the database related instructions by the Web server to the database server to explain the
implementation, and return to the Web server, Web server and return to the user. In this structure, a large number of networks will
be connected to a large network, which is a global network. And each enterprise can build their own Internet based on the
structure (See figure 1).

2.1 B/S architecture design
In B/S structure (Browser/Server, browser/server mode), the WEB is the rise of a network structure mode, and WEB browser is
the client’s most important application software. This model unifies the client. The system function realizes the key part to the
server, has simplifies the system development, and maintains the use. The client just installs a (browser English [‘braan Z. [‘bra
an z) browser, such as Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer, the SQL server, Oracle, and MySQL database. The browser
through the Server Web connects with the database for data interaction. Because of various problems existing in Client/Server
structure, people put forward a kind of application system structure browser/server (Browser/Server) structure with three-layer
mode (3-Tier) on the basis of its original structure. Browser/Server structure is the result of the rise of the Internet, which is a
kind of improvement on the structure of Client/Server. In essence, the browser/server structure can be regarded as special case
by the traditional two-layer client/server structure mode development among the three-layer model client /server structure of the
web application. It has easy maintenance and upgrade. At present, the software system has become more and more frequent,
and the product of B/S architecture is more and more convenient. On a slightly larger unit, system managers when needed can
manage hundreds or even thousands of computers running. The system needs only the B/S software management server and
the client browser which do not need any maintenance. Regardless of size, the number of branches will not increase any
maintenance workload, all the operation only for the server; if it is remote, only need to connect server network can realize the
maintenance, upgrading and remote sharing. So the client is more and more “thin”, and the server is more and more “fat” in the
main direction of the development of information technology. In the future, software upgrades and maintenance will be more and

Figure 2. Overall system architecture diagram
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more easy, and the use of it will be more and more simple. The user’s manpower, material, time, cost savings are obvious and
amazing. Therefore, the way to maintain and upgrade the revolution is the “thin” client, “fat” server.  The main features of B /S
structure are strong distribution, convenient maintenance, simple development, strong sharing, and low overall cost of ownership.
But the problem is data security, the server requires personalized features, the high data transmission speed is slow, and the
software is significantly reduced. The disadvantage is obvious to people, to realize the special function of the traditional mode.
For example, a large number of data input through the browser or the response to the report, special print output is more difficult
and inconvenient. In addition, it is difficult to realize complex application structure. Although can be used by ActiveX, the Java
technology is more complex, but the development has been very matured while comparing with the C/S series application
development tools, where these techniques are complex, and not fully mature technology tools for use (See figure 2).

2.2 K-means clustering algorithm
Clustering of similar documents or hyperlinks, because the number of categories is far less than the number of documents,  make
searching  activities faster. The information query of clustering and the types of readers for a corresponding clustering analysis
is based mainly on K-means clustering analysis. The basic steps of K-means algorithm is first, from N data objects of arbitrary
choice of K objects as the initial cluster centers; secondly, according to the mean of each cluster arrange object (object).
Furthermore, re- compute for each (change) mean (Center) of object clustering. Finally, go back to step 2. The main input and
output of K-means has the following steps: input: the number of clusters K and the database containing n samples. Output: K
cluster. We present the global k-means algorithm which is an incremental approach to clustering that dynamically adds one
cluster center at a time through a deterministic global search procedure consisting of N (with N being the size of the data set)
executions of the k-means algorithm from suitable initial positions. We also propose modifications of the method to reduce the
computational load without significantly affecting the solution quality. The proposed clustering methods are tested on well-
known data sets and they compare favorably to the k-means algorithm with random restarts. This paper introduces K-means
algorithm that performs correct clustering without pre-assigning the exact number of clusters. This is achieved by minimizing a
suggested cost-function. The cost-function extends the mean-square-error cost-function of k-means. The algorithm consists of
two separate steps. The first is a pre-processing procedure that performs initial clustering and assigns at least one seed point to
each cluster. During the second step, the seed-points are adjusted to minimize the cost-function. The algorithm automatically
penalizes any possible winning chances for all rival seed-points in subsequent iterations. When the cost-function reaches a
global minimum, the correct number of clusters is determined and the remaining seed points are located near the Centre of actual
clusters. The simulated experiments described in this paper confirm good performance of the proposed algorithm. K-means
algorithm is a kind of indirect clustering method based on the similarity measure between samples, which belong to the non-
supervised learning method. This algorithm takes the K as the parameter, divides the N object into k cluster, in order to make the
cluster have high similarity, and the similarity between clusters is low. The computation of similarity is based on the average
value of an object in a cluster, which is regarded as the center of gravity of the cluster. This algorithm first randomly selects K
objects, each of which represents a cluster centroid. For each of the other objects, the distance between the centroid of the
cluster and the object is assigned to the most similar cluster. Then, calculate the new centroid of each cluster. Repeat the
procedure until convergence of the criterion function. The k-means algorithm is a kind of dynamic clustering algorithm, which
is a typical point of point iteration method. The main point is the error square sum as the criterion function. By modifying the
class center: a pixel sample according to a certain rule, belonging to a group of classes, it is necessary to  the mean set of classes
is recalculated. A new mean as the center point of condensation for the next element clustering batch modify class center. After
all the samples according to the image element a group of class center classification, then calculate all kinds of modified mean
value, as the center of the condensed classification next time.

In k-means clustering, we are given a set of n data points in d-dimensional space Rd and an integer k and the problem are to
determine a set of k points in Rd, called centers, so as to minimize the mean squared distance from each data point to its nearest
center. In this paper, we present a simple and efficient clustering algorithm based on the k-means algorithm, which we call
enhanced k-means algorithm. This algorithm is easy to implement, requiring a simple data structure to keep some information in
each iteration to be used in the next iteration. Our experimental results demonstrated that our scheme can improve the computational
speed of the k-means algorithm by the magnitude of the total number of distance calculations and the overall time of computation.
Cost reduction, selects more. We all know that windows on the desktop computer almost dominate the world, the web browser
has become the standard configuration, but the server operating system on the windows is not in the absolute dominance. The
current trend is where the use of B/S architecture application management software, just installed on the Linux server can be, and
high security. So the server operating system is the choice of many, no matter which kind of operating system can make most
people use windows as a desktop computer operating system is not affected, which makes the most popular free Linux operating
system developed rapidly, in addition to the Linux operating system is free, even the database is free of charge, the choice is
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very popular. Application server running data load is more important. Because the B/S architecture management software
installed in the server (Server), network management personnel only need to manage server on the line, the user interface in the
main business logic server (Server) terminal through WWW browser, little business logic in front (Browser), all the client only
browser, network management personnel only need to do hardware maintenance. However, the application server operation
data of heavy load, once the server “collapse” and other issues, the consequences be unbearable to contemplate. Therefore,
many units are equipped with a database storage server, just in case (See figure 3).

Figure 3. Sample to the center of the distance, the calculation of K clusters

3. System design and Implementation

Knowledge processing layer is mainly for knowledge acquisition layer structured and unstructured content knowledge for
automated processing, realize the knowledge production, sharing, application and innovation, in this process, the metadata play
a crucial role, metadata is a resource attribute description, provide accurate retrieval service of structured data can be understood
by computers and processing. To realize the sharing of the knowledge data, it is necessary to adopt uniform norms and
standards of metadata structure encapsulates the data. So how to extract structured Chengdu weak document metadata
information? Method is firstly, the document preprocessing, different formats of documents converted into easy to analyze and
deal with the text and save, then the metadata extraction function extract useful data from the saved text, using XML language
to carry on the packaging, formation of preservation metadata to ontology knowledge base, the metadata of the specific forms
of packaging see part of the metadata package.

The network teaching system mainly provides the support for the teachers to carry out the multimedia teaching on the net.
Generally has the following functions. Resource management of electronic materials, audio-visual materials, multimedia
courseware, teaching outline, teaching plan, guidance materials, reference books, a difficult problem analysis, FAQ, comprehensive
practice, experimental data etc. other teaching resources for the network management function. The teaching management
teachers use the multimedia teaching resources, carry out the multimedia teaching service in the multimedia classroom or the
network classroom. The system has the function of navigation inquiry, which can help teachers to organize teaching resources
quickly and flexibly according to the teaching object, and can effectively carry out the teaching control in real time. Job
management teachers can through the system in online assignments, students through the system can be directly from the
Internet access to job title, after the completion of the submitted through the Internet, teachers can be referred to the student
homework correcting, students can online query operation performance. Interactive teaching through e-mail, bulletin boards,
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voice chat, and other functions, between the students and teachers realize poly directional asynchronous online communication,
provide to the students’ full autonomy and the right to speak, the students can according to the course of certain topics in the
online discussion, all the opinions. All the students can see these discussions on line and get inspiration and benefit from it.
Counseling through electronic whiteboard, students can ask questions to teachers, teachers regularly published on the web
typically answer, so that the traditional sense of counseling and answering no longer subject to the restrictions of time and
place. The teachers’ Studio provides continuous technical support for teachers to carry out online teaching activities. Teachers
can use various types of software tools and friendly interface, which can be used in the studio to update the teaching points,
online teaching materials, teaching information, learning progress and extra-curricular discussion areas. Self-learning through
the flexible application of navigation technology, the students registered for independent compulsory choice or related courses
and contents provide fast determine the path of the way, and by the students through the link to the database server related
multimedia software retrieval construct their own knowledge structure, to realize self-individualized learning. Online examination
to provide the online exam system in the server established questions, questions or automatic set of problems can be selected
according to the needs of the students, simulated exam, give answers to questions that teachers on students’ exam results were
evaluated.

4. Conclusion

Modern quality education requires the ability to mobilize students’ learning initiative, and now in the new situation of “reducing
hours”, how to do the quality education at the same time, the provisions of the successful completion of the teaching syllabus
and teaching tasks, it is a new challenge to the current teaching means and methods. The development of modern network
technology provides favorable conditions for the reform and innovation of the teaching mode. In order to promote the cultivation
of legal quality education and application oriented talents, to meet the needs of the construction of legal training center of
Shandong Institute of political science and law, to achieve the goal of “applied, general and innovative” legal personnel training.
Building with students as the center, to meet the students cooperative learning, exploring learning requirements, help students
acquire the legal litigation professional knowledge, enhance the legal practical operation skills, build “outstanding training,
both experimental and on the basis of actual combat” Trinity law practical teaching environment, to research on how to build
technology law practice training teaching management information system platform based on. In this paper, the design and
implementation of the management information system of legal action training teaching management information system are
analyzed and studied. The design is based on B/S (Browser/Server) - based multi - tier architecture, in which the service layer is
divided into application service layer and public service layer. The introduction of public service layer improves the reusability
and extensibility of the system, and the system provides personalized information filtering.
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